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Greetings! My Name is Cody J. Hatzenbuhler and I’m the 
New President of the North Dakota Chapter of The Soil 
and Water Conservation Society. I would like to thank 
you all for this opportunity to serve you for the next two 
years as President. 

 

Here is a little history about myself for those of you who 
do not know me. I grew up on a small grain/cattle farm 
north west of Mandan on the Morton and Oliver County 
Line. I graduated from Mandan High School in 1999 and 
had been active in 4-H and FFA early on. After high 
school, I attended BSC in Bismarck for 2 years to receive 
my Associates in Agronomy. After BSC attended DSC in 
Dickinson and earned a BS degree in Agriculture and a 
Minor in Business. 

 

During summer months in college, I worked in the agronomy world at the local co-ops.  
After college, I worked for the USDA-NRCS as a soil conservationist stationed in various 
locations throughout North Dakota over the 15 year time frame. I found out I liked soils 
and working with farmers on the conservation needs. The exciting times were when the 
cover crop movement and the SOIL HEALTH craze kicked in across the state. In 2017 I 
teamed up with some professionals in North Dakota that are working on a new technique 
of soil testing procedures. Also, I started an agriculture company PAN AG that performs a 
wide variety of services; crop consultation, cover crop sale and design , seed sales, liquid 
feed/mineral and soil stimulate. 

 

The North Dakota chapter had a very successful year!  Not only did we go home with a 
number of international awards for our individual nominations, but our chapter earned 
the distinction of the Chapter Achievement Award and Outstanding Chapter Award for 
2018. Our chapter was also asked to present a poster (this can be found on page 6), to  
represent what a great chapter looks like and showcase our achievements at the  
international meeting. This history of success is only made possible by the hard work and 
dedication of our membership; we couldn’t do it without you! We look forward to another 
great year for the North Dakota Chapter. 

 

      Warm Regards; 

Chapter President    

Message from the Chapter President— 
Cody Hatzenbuhler 
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Lance Loken  
Outstanding Service Award   

 

Susan Samson-Liebig 
Fellow Award 

 

Elizabeth Burdolski 
Commendation Award 

 

Stephen Merrill 
Conservation Research Award 

 

North Dakota Chapter National Awards 
2018 Chapter Achievement Award 

2018 Outstanding Chapter 
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Elizabeth Burdolski participated in 
the Photo Contest for the 2018  

International Meeting. “Hoarfrost” 
(cover photo of this newsletter) and  
“Big Barley” (left) were selected as 
part of the Top 12 submissions and 
displayed at the conference. A panel 

of judges voted “Big Barley”  
as the photo that most represented 

the conference theme “Culture,  
Climate, and Conservation.”  

 

“Big Barley” was also used as the 
cover to the Sept/Oct 2018 edition of 

the “Journal of Soil and  
Water Conservation”. 
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The North Dakota Chapter was asked to submit a poster detailing our success 
and history as a chapter. Activities and resources like our website, newsletter, 

awards, Foundation, workshops, and annual meetings were highlighted.  
 

This poster was showcased at the 2018 International Meeting in New Mexico, 
and served as an example of a successful chapter for others to view.  

P a g e  6  

North Dakota Chapter Poster 
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Did You Miss Our ‘Good Bugs’ Workshop  
Last Year? 

Good news!   
 

The ND Soil and 
Water  

Conservation  
Society,  

partnered with 
the Xerces  

Society, NDSU 
Extension  

Service, USDA-
NRCS, and the 

Soil and Water 
Conservation  

Districts, will be 
holding two 

more Good Bugs 
workshops in 

2019! More details will be shared  
as they become available! 
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“A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the lungs of our 
land, purifying the air and giving fresh strength to our people. ” 

― Franklin D. Roosevelt  

 

The 2018 NDSWCS Annual Meeting and 
Technical Workshop was held on October 
16th at Lake Region State College in Devils 
Lake. 

 

This year's program was titled "Soil  
Erosion: Assessing Impact and Exploring 
Preventative Strategies", with conservation  
topics including an overview of the natural 
resources inventory, soil productivity  
index, precision agriculture, grazing cover 
crops, and soil health. 
 

Professionals from all across the scope of 
conservation attended the meeting:  
researchers, consultants, agronomists,  
conservation planners, extension staff, soil 
scientists, educators, and students.  
 

Dr. Rick Cruse of Iowa State University was the keynote speaker, touching on the 
realities of population growth, food production, and climate change and how it is 

affected by soil loss and degradation. 

 

The day was concluded by a speaker 
panel, featuring Doug Landblom, Wade 
Bott, Darrell Oswald, Justin Zahradka, 
and Larry Cihacek. Topics like  
education and outreach kept this panel 
discussion alive and interactive! 
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2018 Annual Meeting Recap 
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In recent years, discussion often turns to the subject of soil erosion after a period of 
heavy rainfall (water erosion) or high winds (wind erosion) but then the thoughts fade  
after the severe events are over.  However, the effects of these events linger long after 
they happen.   

In the late 1980’s my students and I were working on soil erosion and productivity 
of eroded soils.  One of the studies was conducted in eastern Stutsman County on a Buse-
Barnes-Svea soil association common on much of the till plain of the eastern half of 
North Dakota.  Our study site included three strips of plots 10 ft. by 10 ft. from the  
landscape high (summit or interfluve) (Buse soil) to the footslope (Svea soil).  Figure 1 
shows the landscape shape and Figure 2 shows the soil profiles along the elevation  
transect.  Spring wheat was seeded in the field and we monitored the weekly development 
of the crop between three and six weeks after planting. 

The Haun growth stage index was being used by several researchers at NDSU  
because of its straight forwardness and ease in use in describing the development of the 
wheat plant.  The rating is based on the emergence of the wheat plant leaves.  Each spring 
wheat plant produces 8 to 10 leaves depending on variety and other factors during its  
development between the seedling and heading stages.  The growth stage is then,  
essentially based on the number of leaves emerged making it a relatively easy technique 
to describe plant development.  Spring wheat yields are also dependent on the number of 
spikes that plant develops.  The more spikes that are developed on tillers, the higher the 
yield potential.  The Haun method also makes it easy to describe the development of the 
wheat plant and its yield potential by noting the number of tillers that develop and the  
position of their development.  Early developing tillers have a greater potential for yield 
increases than later developing tillers and late developing tillers usually show up as green 
heads at harvest time. 

How Soil Erosion Affects the Growth of Spring Wheat on the Landscape 
Larry Cihacek, Professor of Soil Science, North Dakota State University 
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Our monitoring began three weeks after seeding and was conducted weekly 
through six weeks after seeding.  Figure 3 shows the crop development by leaf stage 
across this period of time.  Note that the crop development was relatively uniform across 
the landscape slope across the four sampling dates. 

Along with the leaf development, we also monitored the tiller development at each 
of the monitoring dates. Figure 4 shows the tiller count across the four sampling dates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Between the third and fourth weeks, we experienced a short hot, dry spell that are 
quite common in North Dakota in late May and early June.  Notice the change in tiller 
count change from about 1.75 to 2.5 tillers per plant for week 3 to about 0.25 to 1.5 tillers 
per plant for week 4 due to the hot dry spell.  After that, the tiller count never really  
recovered.  What was the very apparent that most of the tillers for the summit, shoulder, 
and upper backslope positions or the eroded portion of the landscape were aborted due to 
the stress.   
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When we characterized the soils on the landscape, the eroded portion of the slope 
(summit, shoulder, and upper backslope positions) had the lowest organic matter (OM) 
content, the highest clay content and the highest bulk density on the landscape.   
Ultimately what had happened was that the crop was developing quite normally across the 
landscape with a uniform stand until the stress period occurred. The plants growing on the 
eroded portion of the landscape apparently did not have a root system developed the same 
way as on the higher OM, lower clay and lower bulk density soils.  During the moisture 
stress period, the wheat plants on the eroded area could not obtain enough water to  
maintain the plants with their associated tillers so that they aborted the tillers in order to 
survive.  Adequate moisture was available in the soil profiles on the eroded areas (verified 
by neutron moisture probe measurements) but the wheat plants were not able to access the 
moisture. 

  

How Soil Erosion Affects the Growth of Spring Wheat on the Landscape 
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This article was adapted from: 

Er-Raji, M. and L.J. Cihacek.  1994.  Erosion effects on selected agronomic parameters 
of hard red spring wheat across a landscape.  North Dakota Farm Res. 50(3):26. 

 

Er-Raji, M.  1990.  Soil erosion effects on hillslope productivity and its correction with 
straw and manure.  M.S. Thesis.  Soil Science, NDSU. 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the spike counts, grain yield and straw yield at harvest.  The loss 
of the tillers impacted the final production of the crop.  In other studies that we had  
ongoing at the time, data collected on spring wheat over 4 growing seasons showed that 
grain yields were 20 % lower and straw yields were 22 % lower on landscape shoulders 
than on the mid backslopes over 15 sites.  In most of the sites we studied, soil N and 
stored soil moisture was higher on the shoulders than the backslopes because plants  
growing on the eroded sites could not utilize the nutrients available and farmers likely  
fertilized them more to make them more productive even though the plants couldn’t  
utilize the nutrients.  

 The take away from this story is that much of our soil productivity is dependent on 
water availability to the crop – stored soil water, available water capacity, water  
infiltration capacity, internal drainage, runoff, run-on, flooding, and precipitation at the 
right time. 

 



N O R T H  D A K O T A  

C H A P T E R   

Subscribe to Flickertail please reply to : Elizabeth.burdolski@gmail.com 

  * Website —> www.ndswcs.org 
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Check us out on the web! 

www.ndswcs.org 


